At a kite festival, you can see different kinds of kites. Some kites look like diamonds. These are the most common kind of kites. Others have the shape of a triangle. These are deltas. Some kites have very long tails. These are dragon kites. Other kites look like boxes made of sticks. These are box kites. Finally, there are kites with lots of strings on them. These are stunt kites. People can make these kites do many interesting tricks.

Find the words below.
kite deltas diamonds
strings common stunt
triangle tricks

Beautiful Kites

Main Idea
Choose the answer.
a. The many kinds of kites b. How to fly a kite
c. How to make a kite d. What kites can do
**From the Reading**

Match the people and the kites.

![Diagram of people and kites]

**New Words**

Look at the reading. Write in the word.

1. People can make stunt kites do __ __ __ __ __.
2. Diamonds are the most __ __ __ __ __ kind of kites.
3. __ __ __ __ kites look like triangles.
4. __ __ __ __ kites have many strings.

**Write It**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kite</th>
<th>triangle</th>
<th>string</th>
<th>diamond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[Images of kite, triangle, string, diamond]